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Everybody gets angry sometimes. For children, anger can be very upsetting. Parents, teachers, and

children can talk about it. People do lots of different things when they get angry. In this Caldecott

Honor book, kids will see what Sophie does when she gets angry. What do you do?
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Raw zigzags of color convey a girl's rage in this compassionate volume, which proposes a cure for

anger. Sophie's temper flares when her sister demands a turn playing with a favorite stuffed gorilla.

Matters worsen when Sophie's mother passes judgment ("It is her turn now, Sophie") and Sophie

trips over a toy truck in the resulting tug-of-war. Infernal shades of orange, yellow and red liken

Sophie to a shuddering volcano; a gray cat with jagged fur wisely gets out of her way. With the

"PABAM!" of a slammed door, the girl races outside. "She runs and runs and runs until she can't run

anymore. Then, for a little while, she cries." Gradually, a calmer Sophie begins noticing birds and

ferns. When she returns home, relaxed again, her sister has abandoned the gorilla in favor of a

tabletop puzzle. With minimal text, Bang (Common Ground; Ten, Nine Eight) gives a realistic

account of embattled siblings and prescribes self-imposed solitude. Edgy illustrations with roilingly



patterned foreground shapes and looming, dark backgrounds convey Sophie's inner violence; in

particular, a quiet image of a ghostly gray beech against a midnight-blue sky is reminiscent of Van

Gogh's Japanese-print-inspired scenes. Bang's evocatively illustrated book suggests no quick fixes;

she treats childhood emotions with respect. Ages 2-7. Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information,

Inc. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

PreSchool-Grade 2-Sophie is playing with her stuffed gorilla when her sister wrests it from her,

knocking her to the floor. When their mother agrees that it is her sister's turn to play with the toy,

Sophie becomes so angry that "She wants to smash the world to smithereens." She kicks, screams,

and eventually runs into the woods where she climbs a huge beech tree, looks out over the water,

and is comforted by the "wide world." Calm, she returns home ready to participate in family life. The

text is appropriately brief, for it is Bang's double-page illustrations, vibrating with saturated colors,

that reveal the drama of the child's emotions. Floorboards slant diagonally across two pages,

echoing the agitation of the siblings as they engage in a tug of war. A close-up of Sophie's face with

blue eyes blazing and pigtails flying is set against a fire-red background. Bang gives the ranting girl

a huge red shadow. On the next spread, Sophie releases a "ROAR" so enormous that she seems to

shrink off the page. The trees, outlined in bright red, mimic the girl's anger, then bow down as she

passes by stooped and weeping, and finally sport bright-green outlines as she returns home

cheered and hopeful. Sophie, like a missing piece, rejoins her family as the puzzle they are working

on is completed. Pair this excellent story with Dorothea Lachner's Andrew's Angry Words

(North-South, 1995).Marianne Saccardi, Norwalk Community-Technical College, CTCopyright 1999

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

I got this out of the library for my 2 1/2 year old and had to order a copy last night as she already

had me read it to her 5 times. I am not sure if it is the colorful illustrations or the toddler-friendly story

line that grabbed her attention, but it was a big hit. I picked this book since my little one is in the

terrible twos of temper tantrums. I wasn't sure how helpful this book would be, I was originally

looking for something like "Calm Down Time" that would give her practical tips on ways to calm

down when she is mad. The premise of this book is simple- young Sophie gets angry when her

mother forces her to share her toy gorilla (any 2 year old can relate).The description of Sophie

getting angry is well written and illustrated. When Sophie gets angry, she goes for a walk outside

into nature and sits in a tree and calms down. The lovely pictures get calmer and cooler as the

reader follows Sophie through the story. The only bad thing I can say about this book is that now my



girl wants to go outside to cool off, which is just not possible in Winter or at night. We're working on

finding an indoor place so she can be like Sophie.

While I loved the art, I wasn't thrilled with the story line of how to deal with anger since the young

child runs away out into nature and lets nature calm her. She returns home to a loving home but I

was hoping for a more practical way of teaching a child to deal with the scary angry emotion. The

three year old is completely captured with the book, but I'm worried about her putting the story into

practice. An older child wouldn't have this problem, I'm sure. Also, track 1 on the CD wouldn't play.

My daughter loved this book when we first checked it out of the library when she was 2 years old,

and now that we bought it and she is 3 1/2 years old. I think it must be because it is interesting for

her to see that it is okay to be "angry" sometimes and to express it. She will ask me to read it again

and again. It's not a long book but it really gets the point across and is a hit. It was initially

recommended by our "Mommy and Me" teacher as a favorite - and sure enough, it is now one of our

favorites.

Love, love, love this book! It explains anger in a way very young children can understand. It outlines

how Sophie gets angry - really, really angry - and what she does to calm down. The engaging text

and vivid illustrations hold my child's attention. It's simple enough that he's started to memorize

parts of it. Not sure if that will translate into action when he is angry, but one can hope! There is

another Sophie book about hurt feelings that we love just as much as this one.

Why would you write a book where a child runs out of the house alone and climbs a tree by a lake.

It's not safe for a child to run outside away from adults. What about kidnapping? I read this book and

will NEVER use it. Why would I tell a child to go outside without permission from an adult and what

adult would allow a child to go outside alone and travel through the woods alone.

I purchased this book hoping that it would help my preschooler through her difficult moments. This

book did not do that. Spoiler alert - a child running away because she is angry is not the best way to

help a child deal with his or her anger. While many reviewers compliment and admire the drawings,

I feel that the moral of the story is not appropriate for the audience age that this book targets. We

read the book one time before deciding to give it away, but I am so disappointed in the story that I

don't know whom I should give it to.



This book is terrible. Synopsis is run away from home into nature to calm down. My three year old is

NOT allowed to run away every time something doesn't go his way

This book didn't really impress me. I don't appreciate the fact that it encourages kids to run away

when they are mad. My 3 year old better not run, run, run when he is angry. I think better examples

could have been set for handling anger. I get what the author was going for but this is only realistic

for a teenager or adult. Little kids shouldn't run away when they are mad. Maybe go to the next

room or walk away from the situation, but not run outside (unless there is a fenced-in back yard).
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